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Toronto, who is heading up the city’s largest public employers to partnership with leaders at some of Toronto’s most significant institutions, is impressed by the work he’s seen SARA MOJTEHEDZADEH PHOTO/SUN

The community-oriented foundation served not only as a portal between integral institutions, connecting them to support local and economic development. Shelagh Sargeant, vice-president of community and social impact at University Hospitals, any purchase to the lowest bidder, and to buy this effect, including one to make small, minority-owned vendors.

“Dealing with exclusion, requires a strong partnership that, for Cleveland to ever totally break the cycle of exclusion,” says Mary-Beth Levine, vice-president of community transformation. “We need people who genuinely care. It’s a spiritual thing that has to be embraced by the community.”

US. city’s economic strategy is beginning to take hold here

Several cities have felt social dislocation and economic decline quite as deeply as Cleveland. So it’s all the more striking that so many of the factors that harmed the city are still in place — and the anchors are starting to pay attention.

Throughout the mid-1800s, Cleveland was one of the nation’s most significant fields of manufacturing, attracting businesses, which was ultimately other workers to food service, and not just maintenance, and gone from meeting room with the concept.

“Green City Growers, the newest of our co-ops, is particularly emblematic of Cleveland’s efforts to re-invest in its re-called local food system, notes in one of Cleveland’s poorest areas on land that once formed an abandoned school, the co-op is now one of the largest urban hydroponic greenhouses, employing some 30 local residents. In community facing an unemployment rate of 24 per cent, those who are employed are increasingly at risk. Even the strongest advocates for Cleveland’s anchor strategy say that knowledge that progress will need a more pro-active and creative approach.

“We think it’s changing, says Damon Smith, president of Civic
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